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A Future in Science 

 Cheadle Hulme School team are Chemquiz North West regional winners

Chemquiz 2021 was a little different in the North West to previous years. Covid 

restrictions meant the competition went virtual but the standard of entries 

remained incredibly high. 

Teams of four students from schools in Greater Manchester, Cheshire and 

Lancashire each prepared a presentation on a wide range of topics including 

chemistry in medicine, the challenge of plastic waste and chemistry in food 

production. Entries were submitted in September 2021 to an expert panel of 

judges with representatives from academia and the chemical industry. 

This annual event, organised by the education sub-committee of the Royal 

Society of Chemistry’s Manchester and District Section since 1987, was again 

sponsored by the chemical company BASF plc, based in Stockport. 

Each participant was presented with a science dictionary provided by BASF. 

The overall winners were Cheadle Hulme School. Team members Joss 

Gavaghan, Erin Browne, Oscar Boanas and Oscar McQuitty went on to represent 

the region in the national RSC Top of the Bench competition.  

Head of Chemistry, Ian Chippendale commented, “I would like to thank BASF for 
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once again sponsoring the RSC ChemQuiz North West competition and for 

providing the illustrated science dictionaries for Erin, Oscar, Joss and 

Oscar.  These four students from Cheadle Hulme School put a huge amount of 

work into their presentation on drug development and were delighted to be 

announced as the North West winners.” 

About BASF 

At BASF, we create chemistry for a sustainable future. We combine economic success with 

environmental protection and social responsibility. Around 111,000 employees in the BASF Group 

contribute to the success of our customers in nearly all sectors and almost every country in the world. 

Our portfolio comprises six segments: Chemicals, Materials, Industrial Solutions, Surface 

Technologies, Nutrition & Care and Agricultural Solutions. BASF generated sales of €78.6 billion in 

2021. BASF shares are traded on the stock exchange in Frankfurt (BAS) and as American Depositary 

Receipts (BASFY) in the U.S. Further information at www.basf.com. 
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